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Introduction
Since their discovery in 1991 [1], carbon nanotubes have attracted much interest.
Their structure confers them interesting properties and many potential applications have
already been studied such as field emitters [2] and nanoscale electronic device [3].
Another potential of nanotubes is in connection with their mechanical properties. The
resistance of carbon nanotubes to bending has already been observed and studied [4].
Nanotubes can also have interesting tribological properties: with their nanometric size,
they can easily be active in the contact area, their structure without dangling bonds
confers them a chemical inertness. Moreover, the use of carbon materials in tribological
applications is a field of research increasingly investigated and many carbon compounds
have already been extensively studied for their tribological properties (diamond,
graphite, amorphous carbon and C60) [5].
The only studies reported in the literature concerning the tribological behaviour of
composite layers of materials containing carbon nanotubes use carbon as
reinforcement. Chen et al. [6] have demonstrated that a Ni-P-CNT composite coating
exhibits higher wear resistance and lower friction coefficient in comparison with
traditional electroless composite coatings such as Ni-P-SiC and Ni-P-graphite. Few
simulations have also investigated the response of carbon nanotubes during their friction
between two sliding surfaces [7, 8]. The movement of carbon nanotubes align on
graphite have been examined and showed that nanotubes roll along the surface and at
other times slide instead [7]. The response of a nanotube bundle to applied shear forces
is sliding or a combination of rolling and sliding [8].
In this work, we report preliminary results on the tribological properties at ambient
temperature of Ni/Y-based single wall carbon nanotubes (SWNT) used as an additive to
synthetic polyalphaolefin base oil (PAO). The nanotubes were tested in a boundary
lubrication regime. Morphological observations made with transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) and carried out before and after friction tests were used to correlate
tribological properties and structural evolution of nanotubes. Analytical analyses were
also performed by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) and energy loss electron
spectroscopy (EELS) in order to get information about the chemical composition of the
material and to follow some eventual structural modification of the carbon nanotubes.

Experimentals
SWNTs were synthesized by electric arc discharge [9]. The arc is generated
between two electrodes (size 6x6x100 mm) under a helium atmosphere (40 kPa). The
cathode is in graphite and the anode in graphite containing a mixture of catalyst Ni/Y
(4.2 at% and 0.9 at%). Presence of catalyst particles in the cathode permits formation of
only single wall nanotubes.
Carbon nanotubes were tested in a lubricated contact using a pin-on-flat
tribometer. Pin and flat are made of AISI 52100 steel. Figure 1 explains the principle on
which the tribometer works. During the friction, the pin is elastically deformed and the
real contact surface of the pin is circular. The diameter of this contact area corresponds
to the calculated Hertz diameter. It depends on several parameters: material of both
antagonist surfaces, pin diameter and contact pressure. An observation by optical
microscopy of the pin after friction informs on the wear. If it is not important, there are
only some scratches on the pin. At the opposite, if the wear is important, the wear scar
has a diameter larger than the calculated Hertz diameter and the pin is flattened.
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Figure1 : Pin-on-flat tribometer principle

Nanotubes were dispersed in a synthetic base oil, a polyalphaolefin. Various
concentrations (0.5, 1 or 2wt%) were tested. Without the use of a dispersant, the
colloidal solution of SWNTs/PAO is stable over four hours. Two droplets of the lubricant
were deposited on the flat before starting the experiments. All measurements were
performed in ambient atmosphere (30-35 RH) and ambient temperature (25°C), and the
value of sliding velocity was 2.5 mm/s. Effect of contact pressure was studied using:
0.66, 0.83, 1.12, 1.42 GPa (corresponding to normal loads of 1, 2, 5 and 10 N). Note
that with these conditions, experiments are made under boundary lubrication.
Characterisation of nanotubes before and after friction was performed by TEM.
Analytical TEM was performed on a JEOL 2010 FEG microscope operating at 200kV
accelerating voltage equipped with a ISIS EDS spectrometer (probe size of 5 nm) and a

Gatan 666 PEELS (resolution 1.2 eV). A LEO 912 microscope operating at 120 kV
equipped with an omega filter was also used to perform Electron Spectroscopy Imaging
in energy-filtered TEM. This technique is very useful to get map of the distribution of the
species in the sample (Y, Ni, C).
Results
TEM characterisation of nanotubes before friction (figure 2) shows the presence
of different structures in the sample: nanotubes bundles, catalyst particles and pseudographitic carbon around catalyst particles. Figure 2 clearly shows that the single wall
nanotubes grow from catalyst particles (figure 2a) whose size is between 5 and 15 nm.
The atomic Ni/Y ratio is equal to 85/15. It is well known that the morphology of
nanotubes is related to the Ni/Y composition [10]. With a proportion Ni/Y: 85/15,
nanotubes are in long bundles (figure 2b). Each bundle contains approximately 20
SWNTs. The mean diameter of a bundle is 10 nm.

Figure 2: TEM images of SWNTs synthesised by electric arc discharge
The study of nanotubes concentration was performed using a contact pressure of
0,83 GPa. Three concentrations were tested: 0.5, 1 and 2wt%. Figure 3 shows the
evolution of the friction coefficient with the nanotubes concentration. If a small effect can
already be observed from 0.5wt%, the strongest reduction of the friction coefficient
occurs for a concentration of at least 1wt% of nanotubes (70% less compared to that of
the pure PAO). These results give the evidence of the friction reducing properties of this
material.
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Figure 3: Evolution of friction coefficient in a lubricated contact: influence of nanotubes
concentration in PAO
Others forms of carbon (graphite, C60) added at 1wt% to PAO were tested in the
same conditions. The comparison of the results (figure 4) shows clearly that nanotubes
are the best anti friction additives.
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Figure 4: Comparison of different carbon forms added at 1wt% to PAO
The study of the wear on the pin obtained for all these experiments indicates that
nanotubes present interesting anti-wear properties. With pure PAO, the diameter of the

wear scar is larger (170µm) than the Hertz calculated diameter (68µm). This is
characteristic of an important wear. The pin is also flattened. At the opposite, with
SWNTs, only some scratches can be observed in contact area. These observations
indicate that nanotubes have both friction reducing and anti wear properties. These
results are interesting for potential applications of nanotubes as additive, since those
actually used are either friction reducing or anti wear, two additives have so to be used.
By changing the contact pressure from 0.66 GPa to 1.42 GPa, efficiency of
nanotubes can be tested. Friction coefficients obtained from the 1 wt% concentration of
nanotubes sample with four different contact pressures are reported on figure 5. We can
note that the higher the contact pressure, the smaller the friction coefficient is. This
suggests that some structural changes may be responsible for the efficiency of SWNTs.
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Figure 5: Evolution of friction coefficient for 1wt% SWNTs in PAO - Influence of contact
pressure
The characterisation by TEM of the wear particles was performed on the 1 wt%
nanotube sample tested with a load of 0.83 GPa. Wear particles were collected on the
pin and observed by analytical TEM. Pictures show the presence of typical carpet-like
wear debris (figure 6a and b) containing well dispersed catalyst particles (see EDX
spectrum). These carpets are also observed for the three pressures (0.83 to 1.42 GPa)
for which a decrease of the friction coefficient has been observed. Note that they were
not present in the as-synthesised SWNT powder. For the matrix, EELS analysis at the
carbon K-edge was carried out from the area shown on the figure 6b. The experimental
spectrum was compared to those obtained from pure amorphous carbon, graphite and
nanotubes before friction. These analyses prove the amorphous structure of the carbon
matrix, supporting the strong alteration of the SWNT structure during friction. This
structural modification can undoubtedly be attributed to the high pressure exerted on the
nanotubes in the contact. These carpets of carbon are either due to SWNT crushed in
the contact or to flattened nanotubes which could slide when the two antagonist steel

surface are in movement. This could explain the good anti-friction properties of the
nanotubes.
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Figure 6 : TEM image of carpet-like wear debris collected from the pin: a) low
magnification, b) higher magnification with corresponding EELS and X-Ray analysis
performed in the black frame and on the arrowed particle, respectively
Chemical mapping of Ni, O, Y and Fe were performed on one of these carpets to
get details on the distribution of these species in the carbon structure. This result
indicates a high content of catalyst particles and the presence of only few oxidised iron
particles. From this observation, an hypothesis can be proposed to explain the very
good anti-wear properties of the nanotubes. The wear particles made up of amorphous
carbon containing catalyst particles forms a protective material in which the few wear
debris are confined. These wear debris are thus no more abrasive for the surfaces. The
presence of Ni/Y particles in the amorphous carbon can also strongly contribute to the
decrease of the wear. This so formed layer on substrate surface can be assimilate to a

Ni-doped DLC like material. It is effectively well known that such materials are quite hard
and are usually used to protect surfaces against abrasion [11, 12].
Conclusion
Carbon nanotubes used as additive to lubricating base oil have been tested in a
regime of boundary lubrication. Addition of only 1 wt% leads to a drastic decrease of
friction and a reduction of wear of both antagonist surfaces. A contact pressure of at
least 0.83 GPa is necessary to obtain these results indicating that a structural
modification of the material is necessary. These properties seem to be related to the
formation of carpet-like wear debris made up of amorphous carbon and containing
catalyst particles. The mechanism of formation of these carpets is for the moment
ambiguous. The most probable hypothesis is that nanotubes are flattened and/or
crushed in the contact. The low amount of iron particles and the high fraction of catalyst
particles after friction indicates the formation of a protective layer during the test which
could be similar to a Ni-doped DLC-like material, well known for its good tribological
properties.
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